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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Stage 8
Week One
Module One
Song Focus
Warm-up: Take One (Songs Tracks 1, 2 and 3)

Week One Module One

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ceol Lesson Plans

In the Introduction Book, we discussed the importance of warming up the three areas of your 

body used in singing: the lungs / diaphragm, the face and finally, the vocal cords.  We are going 

to explore these in a little more detail here before explaining today’s activity.

Breathing: Warming up the Lungs and Diaphragm

A major factor in achieving a good vocal sound stems from your ability to breathe effectively and 

to manage the flow of air from your lungs to your vocal cords.  Most young children, and many 

adults too, do not breathe in the correct way.  When you ask young children to take a deep 

breath, they lift their shoulders, ‘puff out‘ the top section of their chests and throw their heads 

back.  By doing this, they fail to get the maximum possible volume of air into their lungs and 

may also experience tension or strain in the throat, neck, shoulders and face, when trying to 

sing.  This shallow breathing also causes problems with the quality of the sound they produce, 

limits the range of pitches they can sing and prevents them from holding notes for the required 

duration.  Therefore, any good vocal Warm-up must begin with the promotion of correct 

breathing that allows all the lungs to be filled with air.  This avoids tension around the facial area, 

by promoting the use of the diaphragm.  Here is how we breathe to sing:

• Stand with feet shoulder width apart, arms down by the sides and with shoulders 

down and relaxed.

• When inhaling, the shoulders and upper chest should not move very much at all.  

Instead, air is inhaled through the nose and the top of the belly ‘pops out’ as the 

lungs fill with air.  You should be able to physically see the lungs filling and the 

children’s tummies popping out.

• As the lungs fill, the diaphragm (the arc shaped muscle at the bottom of the lungs) 

becomes rigid, supporting the lungs and giving greater control over the flow of air as 

you exhale.  Air should be exhaled through the mouth, in a controlled fashion, and 

not blasted out all at once.
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Face: Relaxing the Muscles of the Neck, Mouth and Jaw and developing good Diction

• The muscles in the face and neck must remain relaxed while singing.  You may see young 

children raising their heads and poking out their jaws, as they try to sing higher notes and 

then dropping their heads as the pitch gets lower.  This means that they are using their 

face and neck muscles to ‘force out’ notes, rather than using the lungs and diaphragm to 

control air flow.  This causes strain and poor vocal sound.  To avoid this, it is essential to 

promote good breathing.  Good breathing eliminates many of these problems and 

eliminates your need to correct them further.  Encourage children to keep their shoulders 

down and their heads level, no matter how high or low (Pitch) they are singing.  

• Diction in singing is concerned with the clarity of the words being sung.  Diction can be 

developed, using Tongue Twisters and Rhymes which encourage good pronunciation and 

the opening wide of mouth and jaw.  The development of good diction is vital for 

audience comprehension.    

Voice: Warming up the Vocal Cords

Warming up the vocal cords is very important.  The vocal cords are muscles and must be 

stretched, just like any other muscle in the body, before they are exercised.  In these parts of 

the Warm-up, we gently exercise the children’s ‘singing muscles’, through a series of singing 

games and Scales that extend their vocal range.  When just starting out, young children have 

quite a narrow vocal range, covering notes that fall within the range of ‘Do’ to ‘So’.  Through 

good vocal Warm-up exercises, this narrow range can be gradually increased, extending the 

height and depth of Pitch that the children can sing comfortably, without straining their voices.       

Other Advice

• Posture is very important in singing.  Encourage children to stand straight as described 

above, to relax their neck and to keep their heads level.  Tension in the body can be easily 

released by:

‣ ‘Shaking out’ the body.  Start with the feet, then legs, the hips, up to the arms, then 

rolling the shoulders and finally rolling the head (always opening mouth to avoid neck 

strain).

‣ Lift your arms above your head while inhaling deeply and then drop your arms to the 

floor, bouncing at the waist, as you exhale.  Do this 2-3 times.

• Warm-ups, while developing the physical parts of the body, also allow a child to open up 

and let go of their inhibitions about singing.  In other words, we must allow a child to 

develop their self-esteem and performance confidence which are just as vital as the 

physical elements of a performance.
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How to

Most of the Warm-up activities in this Programme have been introduced over the last three 

years, so the children should be familiar with them.  We continue to use these familiar 

Warm-up activities, or variations of them, so that the children gain an awareness of how to 

best use their voice, protecting and developing it correctly.  

Breathing Warm-up: Balloon Bellies

1. Say, ‘We are going to pretend that our bellies are big balloons.  We are going to inflate 

the balloon as big as we can and then let the air out slowly.  We’ve tried this before, 

but I want to make sure you haven’t forgotten how to do it.’

2. Continue, ‘Put your hands on your balloon belly like this.’  Demonstrate as you explain, 

placing your two hands, palms down, on your belly with thumbs at the top and fingers 

facing towards each other.  Hands should be placed roughly so that middle fingers fall 

either side of your belly button with about half an inch of space between your two 

middle fingers. 

3. Say, ‘We are going to fill up our balloons with air.  Breathe in through your nose and 

keep your shoulders very still.  While we breathe in, we are going to let our balloon 

bellies fill up with air.’  

4. Continue, ‘When our balloon is full, we let the air out slowly.  Open your mouth just 

wide enough to let the air hiss out, little by little.’  Demonstrate, once you have 

explained, so that the children feel confident about their bodies.  You may use a real 

balloon to show the children how it works.

5. Now you’re ready to go.  Encourage the children to fill their balloon bellies and let the 

air out slowly, counting to four as you exhale.  Do this several times, making sure their 

balloons grow bigger and that they let the air out more slowly each time, as you count 

to 5 and then 6, etc.

Facial Warm-up: Ten Tame Tadpoles

1. Say, ‘We are going to learn a Tongue Twister to Warm-up our faces.’  Put on Track 1 

and lead the children in repeating each line of the Tongue Twister, as directed.  You 

need to open your mouth wide and pronounce the words clearly, to make full use of 

this activity.  

2. Once the children have repeated each line, pause Track 1 and say, ‘Let’s say the 

Tongue Twister altogether.’  Play the remainder of Track 1, saying the Tongue Twister 

altogether.  The words for the Tongue Twister are on your Resource Key. 
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How to - continued

3. Repeat the Tongue Twister, going a little faster.

NB.  When teaching Tongue Twisters, it is important to encourage the children:

• Not to look at the floor, as the sounds of the words get lost. 

• To open their mouths big and wide for every word.  

• To pronounce ‘t’, ‘p’, ‘s’ and ‘d’ sounds and not to miss these consonants at the ends 

of words.

Vocal Warm-up: Silly sloppy Sailors

1. Say, ‘We are going to sing a very silly song that sounds like this.’  Play Track 2 and 

lead the children in listening to and then singing the line.  Use your hands as you sing 

along with the Track (See page 24 of Stage Eight Introduction Book for hand 

positions).  

2. Say, ‘We are going to sing this line a few times.  Each time we sing the line, we start on 

a higher note.  In between each time we sing, we fill up our balloon bellies and hear a 

‘Rea-dy’ on the new note.’  

3. Play Track 3 to the children, listening only to begin with, and then singing along with it.

4. Repeat this activity and then applaud the children.   

4
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Literacy Focus
The Stave and Note Reading: A Recap 

How to

1. Say, ‘Over the last few years, we have learnt all about the Stave.  We also learned the 

names of all the different parts of the Stave.’

2. Bring out the Stave Worksheet, found on your Resource Key, and say, ‘First, name the 

five lines and four spaces that we write notes on.  The Stave.  That’s right.

3. Then point to the Treble Clef and say, ‘Do you remember the name for this symbol?  

The Treble Clef.  That’s right.  The Treble Clef is very important as it tells us where each 

note lives on the Stave.’

4. Next, point to the Time Signature.  Say, ‘What’s this part called?  The Time Signature.  

You’re right.  That tells us how many spaces there are in each Bar.  In this case, there 

are two, Crotchet sized spaces, in each Bar.’

5. Finally say, ‘Here is a single Bar Line.  This shows the end of a Bar.  What about the 

Double Bar Line?  What does that mean?  It shows the end of the piece.  That’s right.’

6. Bring out the second Worksheet and say, ‘Let’s remind ourselves where the notes live 

on the Stave.  Last year we learned that the Treble Clef is also called the G Clef.  There 

is a dot at the beginning of the Treble Clef.  That tells us that any note sitting on that 

line is the note G.  Anytime I see a note sitting on the G line, I play / sing the note G.’

7. Work your way up the Stave, pointing to each of the notes shown.  Ask the children to 

tell you the letter name that best describes that note.  You also need to recap the 

‘stalks’ rule.  The stalks rule says that any notes that live on or below the B line on the 

Stave, have their legs drawn on the right side of the note and point upwards.  Any 

notes that live above the B line have their legs drawn on the left side of the note and 

point downwards.   

8. Finally, print a copy of the Quiz for each child.  This Quiz is a simple test that enables 

you, as the teacher, to establish that each child is comfortable with these music 

literacy basics before we move on to more complex Concepts.  Use this opportunity to 

go over any areas that seem to be causing difficulty.   

9. Applaud the children

Ceol Lesson Plans

Week One Module One
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Subjective Listening
Parade of the Charioteers, from ‘Ben Hur’, by Miklós 

Rózsa    (Listening and Responding Track 1)

How to

1. Say, ‘Music is often written to tell a story or to create a picture in the imaginations of its 

listeners.  We are going to listen to a piece of music and see what we see in our 

imaginations, while the music is playing.  We will close our eyes and listen for a few 

minutes and at the end of the piece, draw what you saw while the music was playing.’ 

2. Ask the children to close their eyes, with heads buried in their hands at their desks.  

Play the music for a minute and then pause the music.  Remind the children of what to 

do, before playing the music for another minute.  During this time, place paper and 

crayons in front of each child.

3. At the end of the listening time, ask each child to draw what they saw while the music 

was playing.

4. Engage the children in talking about the music they heard, allowing them to give initial 

reactions, express preferences and talk about the images that the music generated in 

their imaginations. 

5. Finally, engage the children in discussing the features of the music and how the 

elements were used to create the mood, character or story that the music portrays.  

Discuss the instruments heard, the Dynamic level, the Tempo, the Texture of the 

music, the Structure and the Style, etc.

NB.   It is important to remember that there are no right or wrong answers here, as music 

can affect our minds, emotions and imaginations in very different ways.  Adults are often 

preconditioned to associate certain images with certain pieces of music because they 

have been used for specific advertisements or films.  It is vital that during the sharing time, 

you allow the children to speak openly and honestly about their own personal responses.  

Do not impose your own ideas on the children.  Instead, give them a safe place to talk 

about feelings and experiences and to show preferences, without hindrance.

Ceol Lesson Plans

Week One Module One
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Stage 8
Week Two
Module One
Song Focus
I had a Little Nut Tree (Songs Track 4, 5 and 6)

How to

1. Begin this activity by recapping the Warm-up activities introduced last week.    

2. Having warmed up, say, ‘We are going to learn a new song today.  I am going to put 

on the Track, one line of the song at a time.  When we hear one line, we sing that line 

together.  Let’s try.’  Put on Track 4 and lead the children in singing each line of the 

song.

3. Then sing the song together.  Put on Track 5 and lead the children in singing the song 

through together.  

4. Having sung the song together say, ‘We are going to sing this song again.  This time, it 

sounds more interesting with an added accompaniment, using the Chime Bars.  It 

sounds like this.’  Bring out the simple accompaniment part, on your Resource Key, 

and play it to the children.  

5. To learn the accompaniment part, first lead the children in recognising and then 

clapping the Rhythmic notes.  Next, lead them in recognising the Pitches and clapping 

the rhythm while they sing the note names.  Finally, give out the Chime Bars and lead 

them in playing the melody.  You may not have enough Chime Bars for each child to 

have a full set of notes.  If this is the case, then ask the children to work in teams, 

making each child responsible for one of the notes.  They can play that note when it 

appears in the melody. 

6. Then split your class into two groups.  Group One will be the singers (first ‘Rea-dy’ on 

the Track) and Group Two, the band (second ‘Rea-dy’ on the Track).  Put on Track 6, 

and encourage the children to sing / play along. 

7. Repeat this activity, swapping groups, and applaud the children.

Ceol Lesson Plans

Week Two Module One

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Week Two Module One
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X X X X

Rea-dy   I

X X X X

nothing would it bear

La La La Do*

but a sil-ver

X X X X

 pear.  The

X X X X

daugh-ter me, and

Fa Fa Fa So        Mi  Mi Do  Do

So  So La La La Do*

King of Spain’s

Do    Do Do

 Do Re Do Mi    So  So    So

Re Fa Re Ti*

Do Re Do Mi

  nut-meg and a gol-den

came to vi-sit

NB. The 
Do* note 
found in this 
song 
denotes the 
high version 
of the Do 
note, an 
octave 
above the 
orginal Do 
note.

The Ti* note 
found in this 
song 
denotes the 
low version 
of the note, 
below the 
note Do.

had a lit-tle     nut tree

So  So

X X X X

sake of my      tree

La  So Fa Mi Mi  Re

  a-ll for the

La Do* So Mi

lit-tle nut

    Do
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How to 

1. Say, ‘We are going to look at and play some melodies today.’

2. Bring out the first melody and say, ‘Let’s look at the Rhythm first.’  Lead the children in 

reading the Rhythmic symbols.  

3. When you come to the second Bar you’ll see an arc joining the two A notes at the 

beginning of the Bar.  Point to this symbol and say, ‘What is this symbol beneath the 

two A notes called?  A Tie.  You’re right.  Do you remember that a Tie joins notes that 

sound the same and turns them into one sound.  Any two notes that are the same and 

appear next to each other can be Tied together to produce a longer note.’

4. Continue, ‘Instead of playing two A notes in a row here, the Tie turns the two A notes 

into one longer A note.  Instead of playing two Crotchet A notes, we play one longer 

note that lasts the length of two notes.  The new, longer A note lasts for how many 

beats?  Two.  You’re right. ’

5. Having discussed the Tie and it’s effect on the Rhythm, clap the Rhythm through with 

your class.

6. Then lead the children in recognising the notes used in the melody. 

7. Hand out the Tuned Percussion and lead the class in playing the melody.  If you do not 

have enough instruments for each child, split the class into groups and let each group 

perform to the rest of the class.

8. Bring out the second melody.  In this example a Minim note and a Crotchet note have 

been Tied together, producing a note that lasts for three beats.  

9. Bring out the third melody.  In this example a Crotchet note and a Quaver note have 

been Tied together, producing a note that lasts for one and a half beats.

NB.  The placement of the arc depends on the placement of the note stalks.  If the notes 

are on or below the B line, then the note stalks point upwards and the Tie is placed under 

the notes.  If the notes are above the B line, then the stalks point downwards and the Tie 

is placed above the notes, for tidiness.

8. Play each melody and then applaud the children.

Week Two Module One

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Literacy Focus
Tied Notes: A Recap
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Composition

How to

1. Say, ‘Often music can be used to tell a story or paint a picture in the imaginations of its 

listeners.  Today we are going to compose a piece of music about what we did on our 

holidays.  You are going to work in groups to come up with a story line. You might 

include traveling, the activities you got up to, what you ate, etc.  It’s all up to you.’

2. Split your class into groups of six and say, ‘Each group has a grid with six empty 

boxes (see Resource Key).  Draw six pictures to show what is happening in your 

story.’

3. Give out a blank grid to each group and ask them to create a story line for their 

Composition.  

4. Then say, ‘Now you have your stories worked out, choose a series of sounds that help 

to tell the story.  Pick one sound to accompany each of the pictures you drew.  I’ll give 

some Percussion instruments to each group.  In your groups, you can decide which 

instrument best suits each of the sounds from your story.  Decide which member of 

the group is responsible for which instrument / part of the story.’

5. Pass out a small set of instruments to each group and give them a little time to assign 

roles and instruments.

6. Then say, ‘For the final part of our Composition we are going to create a Graphic 

Score, so that everyone in the group knows when to make their sounds.  A Graphic 

Score uses symbols or pictures to show which sound is playing and how long that 

sound lasts.’ 

7. Bring out the sample Graphic Score and say, ‘This is a Graphic Score I made earlier to 

go with my story.  The first sound I used was the sound of the airplane taking off from 

the airport.  I chose a zigzag symbol.  I drew the symbol big, so that I would remember 

to make a loud sound.’  

8. Continue this process, explaining the symbols and their characteristics.  Be sure to 

explain that large / small symbols are used to show the Dynamic level of the sound.  

Also explain that symbols close together / far apart are used to show the Tempo of 

those sounds.  

My Holiday: A Graphic Score
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How to (continued)

9. Allow some time for the children to create and draw their own Graphic Score to go 

with the story they have created.

10. Ask each group to perform their Compositions.

11. Applaud the children.
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Stage 8
Week Three
Module One
Song Focus
I Had a Little Nut Tree (Songs Track 5 and 6)

Ceol Lesson Plans

For ‘How to’ section, see Module One, Week Two

Literacy Focus
Dotted Notes: A Recap

How to

1. Say, ‘We are going to look at and play some new melodies today.’

2. Bring out the first melody and say, ‘Let’s look at the Rhythm first.’  Lead the children in 

reading the Rhythmic symbols.  

3. When you get to the second Bar, point to the Dotted Crotchet at the start of the Bar 

and say, ‘What’s the first Rhythmic note in the second Bar?  A Crotchet, but, there’s a 

dot after the Crotchet note.’

4. Continue, ‘What happens when we see a dot written after a Rhythmic symbol?  It 

makes that note longer.  You’re right.  How much longer?  The dot adds half the value 

of the original note.  Brilliant!  A Crotchet lasts for how long?  One beat.  You’re right.  

So we say that the value of the Crotchet note is one.  The dot adds half the value on to 

the note.  So what’s half of One?  A half.  That’s right.  Then all we have to do is add 

those two values together.  So, one plus a half makes what?  One and a half.  Great!   

So a Crotchet with a dot, which we call a Dotted Crotchet, lasts for one and a half 

beats. 

Week Three Module One

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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How to (continued)

5. Having discussed the Dotted note, clap the Rhythm through with your class.

6. Then lead the children in recognising the notes used in the melody. 

7. Hand out the Tuned Percussion and lead the class in playing the melody.  If you do not 

have enough instruments for each child, split the class into groups and let each group 

perform to the rest of the class.

8. Bring out the second melody.  In this example a dotted Minim note features, producing 

a note that lasts for three beats. 

9. Work through and play this melody, using the steps outlined above.

10. Applaud the children.

Week Three Module One
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Objective Listening:

I. Allegro, from Concerto No.3 in F Major (Autumn), by 

Antonio Vivaldi    (Listening and Responding Track 2)

The Music of Vivaldi

In the Stage Eight Programme, we introduce children to five major composers.  Each Module 

features one objective listening project, covering one composer.  In each project, we focus on 

a major work by that composer, exploring features, Instrumentation, Style, Structure and 

Historical context.  As we progress through the year, children gain an 

understanding of how music has developed and changed over the last 500 

years.  We begin, in Module One, with the music of Antonio Vivaldi, who was 

composing in the Baroque period.   

Antonio Vivaldi

Vivaldi was born in Venice, Italy in 1678.  From a young age, his father taught him to play the 

Violin and he travelled around Venice with his father, as he performed.  His father was also 

one of the founders of Venice’s famous association of musicians (Sovvegno dei musicisti di 

Santa Cecilia) and Vivaldi spent much of his young life learning from Italy's finest performers 

and composers.  In 1693, at the age of 15, Vivaldi entered the priesthood.   This did not 

become a lasting career move, however, as in 1704 he was released from the church due to 

ill health.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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It was not long after this, at the age of just 25, that Vivaldi became Master of Violin at the 

Ospedale della Pietà.  It was here that he became known as an exceptional and technically 

gifted violinist, as well as a great composer.   Over the next 30 years, while working at the 

Ospedale della Pietà , Vivaldi composed almost all of his works.  He generated a huge body 

of work, including over 500 Concertos, 48 Operas, an enormous number of Sacred Choral 

works, 90 Sonatas, as well as numerous Chamber works.  The piece we listen to is taken 

from one of Vivaldi’s most famous Concertos, known as the ‘Autumn Concerto’, from ‘The 

Four Seasons’.  The Four Seasons is made up of four smaller Concertos, each with three 

movements.  We listen to the First Movement from Third Concerto in the Seasons grouping.

Week Three Module One

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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How to

1. Say, ‘This year I am going to play you some different pieces of music, written by very 

famous composers.  We learn all about the composer who wrote the piece of music 

and take a close look at one of their compositions. Today, it is Vivaldi’s music.’

2. Continue, ‘While the music is playing, listen carefully to the instruments playing, the 

Tempo, the Dynamics and anything else that jumps out at you.’

3. Ask the children to close their eyes, with heads buried in their hands at their desks.  

During this time, place the first Worksheet in front of each child.

4. After a couple of minutes, pause the music and say, ‘In front of you are some 

questions about the piece of music.  I’ll play the music again and while it is playing you 

answer the questions.’  Read through the questions with the children and then play the 

music again.

5. Pause the music again, after a minute, and remind the children of the questions.  Play 

the music one final time and allow the children a few minutes to finish answering the 

questions.

6. Then engage the children in talking about their answers to the questions.  An answer 

sheet is on your Resource Key.

7. Applaud the children.  
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
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easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.
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for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher
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The Wombling Song, by Mike Batt
(Songs Track 7)

How to

1. Begin this activity by warming up, using the activities outlined in Week One.   

2. Having warmed up, say, ‘We are going to learn a new song today.  This is a much 

longer song than usual.  We are going to get comfortable singing this song over the 

next two weeks and then we’ll perform it.  Let’s listen to the song first.’  Play Track 7 

and ask the children if they have heard the song before.

3. Continue, ‘We start learning the words of the song first.  I’ll say a line and you repeat 

it.’  Project onto the screen, or print for each child, the words of the song.  Say each 

line, in the rhythm they are sung and ask the children to repeat each line back to you.

4. Then say, ‘Let’s listen to the first verse of the song.’  Play the first verse of the song 

and then ask the children to sing along as you play the first verse again. 

5. Continue this process, allowing the children to listen to and then sing small sections of 

the song at a time.  Then, sing the whole song through. 

6. Sing the song again and applaud the children. 

NB. This song also appears in next week’s lesson plan, so there is plenty of time for the 

children to become comfortable with the words and the tune, before we perform the song 

in Week 6.  Always ask the children to stand in the given posture when singing.  Always 

remind children to open their mouths, say / sing words clearly, to breathe properly and to 

be relaxed while singing.  To assist effective learning of the song and words, play this main 

song frequently, in the background, during the week.    

Stage 8
Week Four
Module One
Song Focus

Ceol Lesson Plans 15

Week Four Module One
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Literacy Focus
Tones and Semitones: A Quiz  

How to

Before you attempt this activity, print out a copy of the Quiz for each member of your 

class.  This is on your Resource Key.  Lead your class through the Quiz, using the given 

instructions.  This Quiz is a simple test that enables you, as the teacher, to establish that 

each child is comfortable with these music literacy basics before we move on to more 

complex Concepts.  Use this opportunity to go over any areas that seem to be causing 

difficulty, reminding the children about Mr Tone and Mr Semitone and the different ways 

that they move around the Piano Staircase.  

• Mr Tone is very tall and has very long legs.  His legs are so long that when he takes a 

step up or down on the Piano Staircase, he climbs two steps at a time.  For example, if 

Mr Tone starts on the note G and then takes a step up the Piano Staircase, he ends up 

on the note A.

• Mr Semitone is much smaller and has very short legs.  His legs are so short that when 

he takes a step up or down the Piano Staircase, he can only climb one step at a time.  

For example, if he starts off standing on the note E and takes a step up, he ends up on 

the note F.

Ceol Lesson Plans 16
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Strand: Performing/song singing
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easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
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How to

In this week’s Composition we ask the children to write their own song about the autumn.  

Beforehand, print out a copy of the Composition Worksheet for each child.  This is on your 

Resource Key.  You’ll see that the Worksheet contains part of a song about autumn.  

Some of the words are given but some have been missed out.  First, ask the children to fill 

in the missing words, showing their favourite sights and sounds from the autumn season.  

Above each line of the words is a Stave.  The words that have been written for the children 

have notes written on the Stave, to accompany them.  The remaining Staves contain no 

notes at all.  Ask the children to compose a melody to go with the words they have 

written, by adding any of the notes they know.  The children may choose the Rhythms for 

the notes that fit the words.  Once the children have composed their own versions of the 

autumn song, allow them to play their songs.  Choose some songs to be performed in 

assembly or for a younger class group or as part of a concert.

Ceol Lesson Plans 17

Composition
All the Leaves are Brown
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Stage 8
Week Five
Module One
Song Focus
The Wombling Song, by Mike Batt
(Songs Track 7, 8 and 9)

Ceol Lesson Plans

Week Five Module One
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How to

1. Begin this activity by warming up, using the activities outlined in Week One.   

2. Having warmed up, say, ‘Last week we learned a new song.  Let’s listen to the song 

and then sing it together.’  Play Track 7, listening to begin with, and then singing 

together.

3. Having sung the song together, split your class into two groups and say, ‘We are going 

to perform this song in two parts.  Group One will sing the song through.  Group Two 

will sing a second melody part, when we get to the chorus in the song.  The second 

melody sounds like this.’  Play Track 8 and ask Group Two to practise the new part.

4. Continue, ‘I will play the song again.  Group One, sing along, right from the beginning.  

Group Two, join in when we reach the chorus and sing your part, at the same time as 

Group One sings the chorus.  Let’s try it.’   

6. Put on Track 9, to hear how this activity sounds.

7. Then perform the song in two parts, using the Track to help you.  

8. Repeat the activity, swapping groups, and then applaud the children.

18
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Literacy Focus
Accidentals: A Quiz

How to

Before you attempt this activity, print out a copy of the Quiz for each member of your 

class.  This is on your Resource Key.  Lead your class through the Quiz, using the given 

instructions.  This Quiz is a simple test that enables you, as the teacher, to establish that 

each child is comfortable with these music literacy basics before we move on to more 

complex Concepts.  Use this opportunity to go over any areas that seem to be causing 

difficulty, reminding the children about Ms Accidental and her rules regarding the naming 

of black notes on the Piano.

• Ms Accidental is used to help the children when they land on any black key on the 

Piano.  This is because each of the black notes has two different names.  For 

example, if we land on the black note in between the notes A and B, we say that this 

note is a little bit higher in Pitch than the A note.  We call the note A Sharp, or, we 

could say that it is a little bit lower in Pitch than the note B.  In this case, we call the 

note B Flat. 

• Ms Accidental is used to help the children to decide which of these options is correct, 

using the following rule.  Her rule states that the correct name depends on the 

sequence of notes that precedes the said black note, as notes must follow on in 

sequence.  For example, in a G Major Scale we use the notes G A B C D E F♯ and 

then back to G again.  This sequence begins on G and follows through the notes on 

the Piano, in sequence, until the note G is reached again.  The F♯ is also called G♭, 

but then the sequence jumps from E to G♭, missing out the F note altogether.
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Curriculum Focus
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confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher
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Listening: Stylistic Analysis
Conducting in 2/4 time and Form (Structure)

(Listening and Responding Track 3)

Stylistic analysis is concerned with developing the children’s awareness of, and sensitivity to, 

the music Concepts or elements.  The music elements are the building blocks of music.  Each 

of these building blocks is in every piece of music and are all interrelated.  In these activities 

we encourage the children to gain a deeper understanding of the inner workings of a piece of 

music and encourage them to consider the expressive and technical qualities of music.  We 

discuss the use of Dynamics, Tempo, Style and Form (Structure).  We also encourage children 

to recognise the Steady Beat of a piece as being in 2/4 (March), 3/4 (Waltz) time or 6/8 

(compound) time, and to demonstrate the Steady Beat, through conducting gestures.  

How to 

1. Say, ‘I will play you a piece of music today.  We are going to listen to the music and 

work out two things.  First, we will tap along to the Steady Beat and conduct it, using 

the correct conducting pattern.  Second, we will listen carefully to the Form or 

Structure of the music.  To work out the Form, or Structure, of a piece of music, we 

must listen for different and repeated phrases or melodies in the music.  So, listen for 

the melody at the beginning, where that melody gives way to a new melody and then 

where that melody comes back again.’

2. Continue, ‘When I put on the music, close your eyes and listen carefully.  First, we are 

going to listen for the Steady Beat.  Remember that when we tap the beat on our 

knees, it is steady, constant and never changes.  It is just like your heart beat, plodding 

away, always the same, no matter how many notes the Piano plays.  We are going to 

listen to the music and find the steady heart beat running through this piece.  If you 

hear it, start gently tapping your knees to the beat.’  

3. Play the music and lead the children in listening for and then tapping out the Steady 

Beat as they listen (for additional assistance with this activity, see the appropriate 

Training Session).
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How to (continued)

4. Then say, ‘This piece sounds like it is marching.  We know that when a piece of music 

feels like it is marching, we say that the Steady Beat is in 2 time.’ Continue, ‘Can you 

remember the special pattern we use to conduct music in 2 time?’  Ask the children to 

demonstrate the 2 time conducting pattern and then to practise the pattern, shown in 

the Training Session, together.  Put the music on, and lead the children in conducting 

and counting, as they listen.

5. Continue, ‘I will play the music again.  This time, listen for the Form, or Structure, of the 

music.’ 

6. Say, ‘So, this piece starts with a short melody.  Then what happens?  That melody 

plays again?  You’re right.  After we hear the melody twice through, does it play the 

same melody again?  No.  That’s right, there is a new melody.  Do we hear that melody 

once or twice?  Twice.  Very good.’

7. Continue, ‘Let’s call the first melody A.’  Draw an A on the board and then say, ‘We 

hear the A melody twice so I will then write A again.  Then the melody changes, so I 

can’t write another A.  What letter could I use instead?  B.  Excellent!  I’ll write a B next 

to show that the melody has changed.  What will be the last letter I write on the board?  

B.  That’s right, to show that the B melody is also played twice.  That means that the 

Form, or Structure, of this piece is AABB.  Can anyone remember what we call that 

particular Form grouping?  Binary Form.  Excellent!’ 

8. Continue, ‘Let’s listen to the music again and use our left hand raised to show the A 

sections and our right hand raised to show the B sections.’  

9. Repeat and applaud the children.
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Stage 8
Week Six
Module One
Song Focus
The Wombling Song, by Mike Batt
(Songs Track 10)

How to

In Week Six, we are going to perform the song that we have been learning over the last 

few weeks, using the Backing on Track 10.  Learning to perform is very important and we 

are going to focus here on developing performance confidence, self-esteem and the 

enjoyment of sharing a song or piece of music with an audience.  The performance 

setting does not really matter (assembly, a younger class or a concert, etc.).  Learning to 

perform with ease and confidence is really the key here.  So, in Week 6, we recommend 

that you spend time rehearsing the song that was introduced in Week 4, talking to the 

children about how to perform the piece and, finally, performing it in front of a live 

audience.  Below, we have outlined some of the key issues to be discussed with the 

children, as part of your preparation for performing.

Posture

Encourage the children to stand with their feet shoulder width apart, arms down by their 

sides, shoulders down and relaxed, to relax their neck and to keep their heads level.

Breathing

Ask the children to take deep breaths, filling their lungs completely (as shown in Warm-up 

activities), and to breathe together.  Breathing together means that everyone breathes at 

the same time, or in the same place.  This is easily achieved by taking a breath where 

there is a comma or full stop in the words of the song.  Use ticks on word sheets to 

highlight this to the children.  Practise this before the performance.  Breathing in this 

manner assists with phrasing and creates a more rounded sound and removes the sound 

of haphazard breathing throughout the song.
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher

Week One
Module One

Week One Module One

So So SoMi So Mi So MiMi
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Literacy Focus
Literacy Quiz

How to

Before you attempt this activity, print out a copy of the Quiz for each member of your 

class.  This is on your Resource Key.  Lead your class through the Quiz, using the given 

instructions.  This Quiz is a simple test that enables you, as the teacher, to establish that 

each child is comfortable with the music literacy basics that we have recapped in this 

Module, before we move on to more complex Concepts.
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How to (continued)

Diction

• Encourage children not to look at the floor while they sing, as the sound of the words 

gets lost.  Instead, ask them to stand with their heads level, lifting sheet music to chin 

height (but not in front of the mouth), instead of moving the head down to see words / 

music.

• Encourage the children to open their mouths big and wide for every word.  Explain that 

if they don’t open their mouths wide and pronounce the words very well in a big concert 

hall, then the people sitting anywhere but the first three rows just hear a muddy mush of 

sound and they won’t hear the words at all.  

• Ask the children to pronounce ‘t’, ‘p’, ‘s’ and ‘d’ sounds clearly.  This also assists with 

good diction and the ability of the audience to comprehend the words being sung.

Performance Etiquette

• Walk on and off the stage quietly and don’t talk or fidget during the performance.

• Smile while you are performing and if you make a mistake, don’t let it show on your 

face.  The audience will never know your mistake, if you let the show go on.

• Take a bow at the end of your performace, to show your appreciation for the audience 

who have listened to you and who are now clapping.
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Hello
‘So’, ‘Mi’ Echoes - Track 1

Curriculum Focus

Strand: Performing/song singing
• Develop a sense of pitch – recognise and imitate short melodies in echo
• Show, while singing, the movement of sounds from high to low or low to high
• Develop aural memory and internal hearing
• Introduce the notes ‘So’ and ‘Mi’

Strand: Listening and responding
• Listen to and imitate patterns of long and short sounds – develop a sense of duration and rhythm

This programme is designed for all teachers but assumes no prior knowledge. It may be of particular
assistance to the non-specialist music teacher. It is designed to allow you to learn and grow in
confidence as the children learn. For the first 4 weeks we will begin with 2 notes only. All the
songs, games and activities will use these notes. This is vital, as it allows pitch to become internal and
easily acquired rather than bombarding you, or your students, with long and complicated melodies.

The first two notes we will use are ‘So’ and ‘Mi’. We use these first because they are the most natural
pitches for children to sing. What notes are ‘So’ and‘Mi’? Well, for children’s voices the best note to use
for ‘So’ is a G and ‘Mi’ is the E. Alternatively, listen to Track 1 on the teacher’s CD. Practise singing
‘Hel-lo every-one’using these notes so that you feel confident.

Hel-lo every-one,Hel-lo tea-cher
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